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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Moonshadow Festival Unveils Exciting Plans for 2024 Edition

Abita Springs, Louisiana – January 19, 2024 – Moonshadow Festival, a woman-founded camping and
healing extravaganza, is gearing up for its second edition on March 15-17, 2024, at the enchanting Abita
Springs Be & Be. The festival, was honored with the New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Foundation’s  
Community Partnership Grant, promises a invigorating experience with a diverse lineup of live music,
captivating art installations, and rejuvenating healing activities. Musical Lineup, Healing Schedule, and
Art Installations to be Announced Soon! Stay Tuned!

Attendees can look forward to three days of soul-stirring live music, immersive art installations, and
craft vendors showcasing unique creations. The festival's healing activities include yoga, guided
meditations, chakra sound baths, mindfulness seminars, and self-empowerment workshops.

Save the Date: March 15-17, 2024, St. Patty's Day Weekend

Surrounded by the serene landscapes of Abita Springs, Louisiana. The festival grounds at 75368
Moonshadow Lane, Abita Springs Be & Be, provide a magical 88-acre haven featuring three cabins, two
labyrinths, two lakes, a Watsu pool, a sauna, and a non-denominational temple.

Ticket Information:
General Admission (GA) tickets: $92 (Pre-Sale), $205 (At door)
Single day passes: $60 (Pre-Sale), $125 (At door)
VIP weekend passes: $250 (Pre-Sale), $420 (At door)
VIP day passes (Saturday OR Sunday): $189 (Pre-Sale), $280 (At door)
RV Rental: $2,200

Additional Options:
On-site cabin rentals (studio, cottage, house) available. Call (954) 661-2044 for details.
Thursday pre-pass for early set-up: $75 (Must already have a GA or VIP ticket)

About Abita Springs Be & Be:
Abita Springs Be & Be, located at 75368 Moonshadow Lane, offers a magical 88-acre retreat with three
cabins, two labyrinths, two lakes, a Watsu pool, a sauna, and more. Guests can revel in the beauty of
this respite, with portable grills welcome (no open fires permitted).

About Moonshadow Festival:
Moonshadow Festival is produced by A Glantz Incorporated, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit art organization
dedicated to enhancing the local artistic community's well-being and economic welfare. As a stepping
stone for artists and industry workers, the festival supports local musicians, production companies,
independent venues, and community vendors.
For ticket purchases and more information, visit www.moonshadowfest.com.

https://chat.openai.com/www.moonshadowfest.com


Our Sponsors:
Blunt Wrap Rolling Papers, Debonaire, Kush Vodka, Another Beautiful Day, Ziggy’s Ice Cream &
Snowballs, Keep Abita Beautiful
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